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Abstract: Solving the problem of network resource allocation with
delay constraint is a significant challenge for realizing future Inter-
net and 5G networks services such as advanced mobile broadband
services and Internet of things (IoT), especially under the network
slicing scenario. The impact of delay constraints may lead to re-
jection of demands, resulting in low resource utilization of network
resources. This is especially severe when dynamic traffic is consid-
ered. Therefore, intelligent resource allocation algorithms are re-
quired to use the network resources in delay constrained scenario
efficiently. Moreover, these algorithms should guarantee quality
of service (QoS) between different priority slices during conges-
tion case. Therefore, in this paper, we analyze the impact of de-
lay constraint on the performance of an online resource allocation
algorithm based on an intelligent efficient squatting and kicking
model (SKM), proved in other works to be the most effective up to
the present time yet. SKM incorporates kicking and squatting of
resources as innovative techniques enabling it to achieve 100% re-
source utilization and acceptance ratio for higher priority slices in
scenarios where the other state of art algorithms not able to reach
by far in some scenarios. Simulation results showed that incor-
porating delay constraints has a significant impact on the perfor-
mance, resulting in up to 10% and 4% reduction in terms of aver-
age resource utilization and acceptance ratios respectively.

Index Terms: 5G, delay, network slicing, resource allocation, SKM,
quality of service.

I. INTRODUCTION

5G networks and beyond are expected to significantly offer
new capabilities in order to satisfy the stringent require-

ments of the services that they are envisaged to serve. Network
slicing has emerged as a promising paradigm through which
the divergent requirements of future services will be met. In
this regard, the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) has
identified enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive Inter-
net of things (MIoT), ultra-reliable and low-latency communi-
cation (URLLC) and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) as the four
critical usage scenarios in 5G communication systems [1], [2].

However, the above scenario presents two major challenges in
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a number of dimensions: First, the network resources are lim-
ited and exhaustible which posses challenges regarding how to
efficiently allocate these resources to the different slices while
meeting the divergent service requirements such as delay and
throughput; secondly, the different service slices are character-
ized by different priorities and criticality, which causes com-
plexities regarding real-time end-to-end (E2E) quality of service
(QoS) routing of the different services while managing the pri-
oritization levels across the different slices. This is more crit-
ical under network resource scarcity especially under disaster
events and network congestion. In this context, the network is
not able yet to take intelligent decisions in order to optimize the
behaviour [3].

Consequently, this scenario necessitate development of intel-
ligent resource allocation algorithms with joint capability to: i)
Maximize the utilization of network resources while achieving
possible maximum productivity and facilitation of sharing re-
sources among slices while allowing a specific slice to meet the
the demanded service level agreement (SLA); ii) guarantee pri-
oritization of critical services especially under congested sce-
narios; and iii) satisfy all the constraints related to the request
especially end-to-end delay [4]–[6].

As a contribution to the above challenges, in [7]–[9], an ef-
ficient algorithm based on squatting and kicking techniques has
been introduced. The squatting technique provides for sharing
of unused resources between higher and lower priority service
slices while kicking technique ensures proper QoS for higher
traffic priority slices by expelling lower priority slices from re-
sources directly assigned to them. The results from the sim-
ulations revealed that the introduced algorithm was optimal in
terms of resource allocation and QoS for high priority users
and admission control while improving the total resource uti-
lization. However, the work proposed in [7]–[9] was analysed
based on scenarios that are not representative of a realistic 5G
network environment by either considering single link network
topology [7], [8] or assuming requests arrive offline [9]. How-
ever, in a realistic 5G scenario, the network topology is com-
plex, the transmission is real-time, the requests arrive in online
mode, and the services are delay constrained. The online arrival
of requests makes it imperative to keep the status of the sub-
strate network resources always up-to-date, in order to directly
assess the probabilities of allocating other requests as they ar-
rive. With this motivation, this paper extends the above work
by developing an intelligent algorithm that uses the intelligence
of SKM strategy for efficient deployment and allocation of net-
work resources in a multi-slice scenario. We formally define the
proposed algorithm to solve the problem of real-time resource
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allocation for QoS end-to-end routing considering realistic net-
work behaviour by incorporating delay constraints and consid-
ering full network topology under online request arrival. In ad-
dition, this work extensively analyses the impact of delay on
the performance of the proposed algorithm. Moreover, although
network slicing is envisaged to be implemented in an end-to-end
fashion across links and nodes, the resources of the virtualized
node functions can be scaled up with more ease compared to
the link resources. Therefore, the link resources form the per-
formance bottleneck of the network especially under bandwidth
intensive applications. Cognizant of this fact, this paper focuses
on how intelligence can be deployed in network function vir-
tualization (NFV) in order to provide efficient utilization of link
bandwidth resources in a multi-slice scenario considering strong
constraints as required in 5G networks. NFV technology accel-
erates the process of user-oriented services execution appearing
in both cost and time saving by allowing execution and deploy-
ment of middleboxes as virtual network functions (VNFs) run-
ning on virtual machines (VMs). Furthermore, NFV facilitates
service deployment by employing the concept of service chain-
ing (SC) [10]. Specifically, in practical scenarios, the computa-
tional complexity to find the best paths from a source node to a
destination node is huge, so the proposed algorithm is suggested
as a suitable candidate to be applied inside NFV under shape of
SC that provides the huge computational capacity required by
the network to make intelligent decisions regarding admission
control, routing path computation and resource allocation. In
line with bandwidth resource management in a multi-slice sce-
nario, bandwidth allocation models (BAMs) provide enhanced
metrics compared to best-effort models. SKM outperforms the
others by far especially, during congested scenarios, as shown
in [7], and so this is the algorithm considered in this work.

In summary, our contributions are the following:
1. An intelligent service deployment algorithm that uses SKM

strategy to jointly maximize resource utilization, accep-
tance rate and ensure QoS for higher priority slices while
meeting various service constraints in a multi-slice sce-
nario.

2. In-depth analysis of the impact of delay constraints on the
performance of the proposed online algorithm, which rep-
resents the direct applicability of network slices on future
5G networks and beyond.

3. A formal definition of the proposed algorithm is introduced
considering a real-time application for full network topol-
ogy with delay constraints request.

4. Performance evaluations and analyses of the proposed al-
gorithm are presented against routing algorithms incorpo-
rating BAM strategies in terms of several metrics reflect-
ing the ability to manage multi-slice requests in a resource-
limited 5G network reflecting the ability to accommodate
various input traffic loads as well as the lifetime of requests.

A practical evaluation scenario:
In real 5G networks, the services, applications, and users need
to interact with the infrastructure network directly and in real-
time [11]. Hence, in the context of network slicing, the requests
must be analyzed and assigned on the physical substrate net-
work, online, using the shared resources effectively, adhering to
the necessary service qualities as required. Simultaneously, it is

imperative to keep the status of the substrate network resources
always up-to-date, in order to directly assess the probabilities of
allocating other requests as they arrive. To this end, the proposed
deployment algorithm of this paper is planned for an online sce-
nario, and its main aim is to successfully allocate the requests
among different priority slices, on real-time, while maximizing
the total resource consumption in the entire substrate network
considering E2E delay as the primary allocating constraint. The
algorithm manages the network demands sequentially and con-
tinues observing and updating the substrate network, to allow
more resources to be utilized in the future by new demands.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the related work. Section III will introduce the system
models and online problem formulation. Section IV presents a
description of the proposed online algorithm, and analysis for its
evaluation results will be introduced in Section V. Finally, Sec-
tion V Concludes the paper and proposes suggestions for future
work.

II. RELATED WORK

QoS management across the large-scale multi-slice network
is a broad topic with existing works focusing on: (i) Develop-
ment of a new bandwidth and QoS algorithm that relies on op-
timizing resource allocation and (ii) defining a new method for
multi-path routing that takes into account QoS constraints.

To develop new bandwidth allocation algorithms for realiz-
ing E2E network slices, BAMs such as maximum allocation
model (MAM) [12], the Russian doll model (RDM) [13] and
the AllocTC-Sharing (AllocTC) model [14] are of high impor-
tance in the context of efficient and customized use of network
resources among different traffic classes (slices). The primary
issue of the models dependent on RDM is that the resources
reservation is done from the bottom to top, which implies that
lower priority classes share their resources with higher priority
classes and not the other way round. Likewise, the fundamen-
tal issues of the models dependent on MAM are that any class
can not utilize the available resources from another given class.
To defeat MAM and RDM implementation problems, various
works have been done proposing new dynamic bandwidth shar-
ing algorithms dependent on changed MAM or RDM method-
ologies, for example, [15]–[20]. Although, these models can not
guarantee high acceptance for higher priority classes and give
100% network utilization simultaneously.

Optimum utilization can be accomplished by reserving re-
sources either from above or from below. In this respects, the
authors in [14] presented a model called AllocTC which allows
low priority requests to share the unused resources from high
priority requests and the other way around. The authors in [21]
present another technique with a blend of (MAM, RDM, G-
RDM, and AllocTC) models dependent on a controller by utiliz-
ing various measurements to change from one model to another
to improve implementation in terms of link use, blocking proba-
bility, and packet number. In [22], the authors presented a novel
software-defined network (SDN)-based design following a new
smart and dynamic model (Smart Alloc) for assignment and
dealing with the QoS and routing with QoS requirements for a
multi-protocol label switching traffic engineering diffserv aware
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(MPLS DS-TE) network. This model is performed dependent
on RDM and AllocTC approaches and points, initially, to or-
der flows dependent on their threshold severity (high, medium,
and low). Regardless of the priority of the high flow threshold,
the last can profit by the borrows of the other categories. Also,
to gather bandwidth from other categories and to determine the
fairness index to allocate resources efficiently to all flows con-
sidering their priorities. This model was executed on a controller
to handle QoS and to route for only the MPLS DS-TE networks.
Notwithstanding, every one of these models can not guarantee
high admission for higher priority slices.

To ensure paths with enough bandwidth considering large
scale network, the authors in [23] presented a path enhancement
approach that incorporates two principal parts: request sorting
and path assignment. The authors compute the priority of all
requests as its bandwidth demand divided by its hop. First, the
algorithm updates the weight of each link based on bandwidth
usage. Then, requests are arranged in descending order of prior-
ities. For each request, the least weighted path is chosen.

Regarding bandwidth and delay constraints routing, the au-
thors of [24] proposed a minimum delay model which elimi-
nates all links with deficient available bandwidth along the re-
quired paths and afterwards decides the ideal path which has a
minimal delay in the network. In [25], the authors proposed the
delay weighted maximum capacity routing algorithm which de-
termine the delay-related shortest paths for all source and desti-
nation node pairs. By implementing the Dijkstra [26] algorithm,
the optimal path is one that meets the delay and bandwidth lim-
itations with the least weight. The authors in [27] proposed a
Yen’s algorithm for each source and destination node to deter-
mine the candidate path set, including k-loop-less paths in in-
creasing order of delay. Besides, the weight function indicated
in the links is adjusted accordingly.

The path selection strategy in our work differs from those
adopted in the above works by considering the residual band-
width resources in a multi-slice scenario while considering E2E
delay constraints.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
OF THE ONLINE PROBLEM

Since the resource allocation problem deals with making de-
cisions about an efficient utilization under limited physical sub-
strate network resources, the resource allocation problem was
traditionally modelled as an optimization problem of an objec-
tive function, and constrained by controlling conditions, match-
ing the availability of the resources against the requirements,
while using the limited physical resources.

In this work, the problem is formulated with the link and slice
constraints, subject to the priority service demands, network ca-
pacity and link resources (e.g., bandwidth). The inputs to the
resource allocation phase are slice traffic, network capacity and
substrate link resources. The output is the optimal deployment
path for simultaneous slices demands that maximizes the net-
work resources utilization while ensuring high admission for
higher priority slices based on SKM. In this regard, the opti-
mization of usage has two considerations. Network capacity is
the primary consideration for describing the maximum number

of resources that can be provided for forwarding traffic, which
also plays a critical role in network load-balancing. Besides,
the second consideration, we also take into account the deploy-
ment propagation distance of forwarded traffic in terms of the
substrate link resources.

Note that in this study, to facilitate the assessment of the pro-
posed deployment algorithm, we applied only three types of
slices discussed below, and also assume that service demand is
acceptable when link resources are available along the required
routing path from the source node to the destination node. The
slices considered in this work are: 1) eMBB slice: This kind
of slice is not strict with specific QoS requirements. Therefore,
we assumed that this slice meets the lower priority service de-
mands; 2) MIoT slice: This type of slice is characterized by a
very large number of connected devices typically transmitting a
relatively low volume of non-delay sensitive data. We assumed
that this slice satisfies the intermediate priority service demands
and 3) uRLLC slice: This type of slice is strict with the delay
requirements. We assumed that this slice satisfies the highest
priority service demands. Please note that in this work we only
focused on the problem of dynamic and efficient allocation of
bandwidth resources considering E2E delay to the services with
different priorities and thereby improving the service quality in
congested and extreme scenarios such as emergency and disas-
ters. Moreover, we would like to mention that other parameters
such as reliability can be incorporated into our proposed algo-
rithm which is considered future work.

Table 1 summarizes all description of parameters, decision
variables and main metrics used in this article.

A. Infrastructure Network Model

We model the provided physical substrate network as a di-
rected graph G(X ,L) where X and L indicate the set of all sub-
strate nodes and substrate links respectively. Whenever such a
connection exists, we indicate by l ∈ L as a single substrate link
between substrate node i ∈ X and substrate node j ∈ X . Each
substrate link l is described by i) maximum link resources ca-
pacity R(l); ii) available link resources at a given time denoted
by Rt

a(l); iii) consumed link resources Rt
z(l) at time t; iv) a set

of traffic slices assigned along the link are denoted by (CT s)(l),
where CTN (l) is the highest priority slice and CT∞(l) is the low-
est priority slice; v) actually allocated resources to slice c Sc(l),
where c ∈ [1,N ]; vi) slice resource constraints RCc(l); vii)
propagation delay δ(l). Whenever such a path exists, we de-
note by Pn

s,r(l) as a possible physical path between substrate
node (source node) s ∈ X and substrate node (destination node)
r ∈ X , the nth path between substrate node s and substrate node
r for all n ∈ [1,Ps,r

set (l)].

B. Slice Demand Model

Each demand belonging to any type of slice to be served in
the network is defined by i) A source node s ∈ X ; ii) a destina-
tion node r ∈ X ; iii) the amount of resources required belong-
ing to slice c dw(CT c), where demand w ∈ [1, D]; iv) priority
cdw
∈ [1,N ]; VI) maximum acceptable E2E delay δs,r(l) and

v) lifetime interval tdw
. Besides, we consider in this work that

the size of the demand can be translated into a demanded num-
ber of link resources, so candidate paths from source to desti-
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Table 1. Notation and variables.

Notation Description
G Directed graph of the physical network.
X Substrate network nodes.
L Substrate network links.
l Single hop edge from substrate node i to j.
RCc(l) Resource constraints for slice c also equal

to maximum reservable resources for slice
c in l.

(CT c)(l) Priority slice c in l.
R(l) maximum reservable resources for all

slices together and is equal to link capac-
ity.

dw(CT c) The amount of resources (size) of demand
w belonging to slice c.

t time variable.
Rt

a(l) Available resource capacity on l at time t.
Rt

z(l) The consumed resources capacity on l at
time t.

X t,l
w is the binary variable equal to 1 if the de-

mand w ∈ W is assigned resources at link
l ∈ L, zero otherwise.

Pn
s,r(l) Single routing path from s to r for the de-

mand.
Ps,r

set (l) All possible paths from source s to desti-
nation r in the network.

δ(l) Propagation delay
δs,r(l) maximum acceptable E2E delay.
tdw

The duration of demand w.
T Duration of the simulation window in time

units.
Dc Total number of demands by slice c.
D Total number of demands by all slices.
Sc(l) The actually allocated resources to slice c

on l.
cdw

Priority of demand w.
BD Number of blocked demands by all slices.
BDc Number of blocked demands by slice c.
AD Number of accepted demands by all slices.
ADc Number of accepted demands by slice c.
µ The mean value of the utilization of all

links across the network.
PLT H The number of preemption of higher prior-

ity traffic by lower priority traffic
PHT L The number of preemption of lower prior-

ity traffic by higher priority traffic
Pre Number of preempted demands in the

whole network.
SHq(l) Squatted resources from higher priority

sliceq on l. Where q ∈ [1,N ]
SLq(l) Squatted resources from lower priority

sliceq on l.
Kq(l) Kicked resources from lower priority

sliceq on l.
Z(dw) 1 if demand w is successfully mapped.

nation are calculated when the demand has reached. Moreover,
in this work the priorities are enforced at the slice class level.
In other words, different slice classes have different priorities.
Therefore, in the provided formulation, the priorities are indi-
rectly incorporated in terms of a user of a given class’s right
of access to the network resources by way of its ability to kick
users of other classes, and the maximum amount of the total net-
work resources the demands of a given class can consume under
network congestion.

C. Formulation of the Online Objective Function

The principal purpose of SKM is to successfully accommo-
date all arriving demands on the online scenario, while maximiz-
ing overall resource utilization in the whole substrate network,
by effectively allocating available resources for service demand
in physical network paths. Demands in the online mode arrive
with duration time tdw , therefore, the objective function must
consider allocating demands during the time intervals specified
by each related demand. Thus, the main objective can be ex-
pressed as:

max

{
U(T ) = 1

T
∑
t∈T

1

L
∑
∀l∈L

∑
w∈W

X t,l
w ∗ dw(CT c)

R(l)

}
(1)

As shown in (1), the resource allocation problem is aimed at
maximizing the utilization (U(T )). U(T ) is the utilization of
the links across the network in each time window T [28]. The
link resource utilization relates to the ratio of the used link re-
sources to the link capacity averaged over all substrate links.
X t,l

w ∈ [1, 0] is binary variable equal to 1 if the demand w ∈ W
is assigned resources at link l ∈ L, zero otherwise. dw(CT c)
denotes the demanded bandwidth resources by demand w. T
denotes the duration of the simulation window in time units.

The total consumed resources at edge l ∈ L at any unit time t
given by:

Rt
z(l) =

∑
w∈W

X t,l
w ∗ dw(CT c) (2)

This objective is subject to:
1. link constraints:

∑
∀l∈Pn

s,r

RCc(l) ≤ R(l),∀t, i, j ∈ X , i 6= j (3)

∑
∀i,j∈X

δ(l) ≤ δs,r(l),∀i, j ∈ X ,∀ls,r ∈ X , i 6= j (4)

Z(dw) = Rt
a(l) ≥ Pn

s,r(l)dw(CT c),

∀t, ∀l ∈ Pn
s,r, w ∈ [1,D]

(5)

Equation (3) guarantees that the maximum reservable
bandwidth for a link l at any time is less than or equal
to the link capacity of that link. E2E delay in Pn

s,r(l) is
controlled through (4) to be less than or equal to the max-
imum demanded delay by demand w at a given time. (5)
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characterizes if demand w was successfully assigned at a
specified time on all links along the path that have more
available resources than required.

2. Slice constraints:
To allocate the demand into a set of traffic slices for each
link along the requested path, we use SKM model proposed
in [7]. SKM’s model contains two techniques; squatting
and kicking techniques. Squatting technique helps in shar-
ing of unused resources between higher and lower priority
service slices while kicking technique ensures proper QoS
for higher traffic priority slices by expelling lower prior-
ity slices from resources directly assigned to them. SKM
performs four steps to allocate each demand, which are as
follows:
Step 1 (MAM): Upon arrival of a demand dw(CT c) be-
longing to slice c, the following constraints are checked:

Sc(l) ≤ RCc(l) (6)∑N

c=1
RCc(l) = R(l) (7)

Equation (6) ensures that the actually allocated resources
of the new demand plus the old demand do not exceed
slice resources constraint while (7), ensures that the total
amount of slices resources constraints should be equal to
link capacity R(l). If constraints are satisfied, dw(CT c) is
accepted. Otherwise, try step 2.
Step 2 (Squatting-High or RDM): Try to share (squat)
unused resources starting from the higher adjacent prior-
ity slice upwards until there are enough resources to sat-
isfy dw(CT c). If the resources are enough, then accept
dw(CT c), otherwise, try step 3. Note that the total allocat-
able resources in CT c(l) cannot exceed the slice resource
constraint RCc(l) plus all squatted resources from higher
priority slices as in (8). (9) indicates that SHq(l) is less
or equal to the difference between the slice resource con-
straint and the minimum between the allocated and the re-
served resources for the same slice. Note that the highest
priority slice cannot use Squatting-High strategy.

Sc(l) ≤ RCc(l) +
∑N

q=c+1
SHq(l) (8)

SHq(l) ≤ RCq(l)−min(SHq(l),RCq(l)) (9)

Step 3 (Squatting-Low): Try to squat unused resources
starting from the lower adjacent priority slice downwards
until there are enough resources to satisfy dw(CT c). If
the squatted higher resources plus the squatted lower re-
sources satisfy dw(CT c), then accept dw(CT c), otherwise,
try step 4. Equation (10) indicates that the total allocatable
resources in CT c(l) cannot exceed the slice resource con-
straint plus all squatted resources in both squatting high and
low. Moreover, SLq(l) works like SHq(l), but from lower
slices, as shown in (11). Note that the lowest priority slice
cannot use Squatting-Low strategy.

Sc(l) ≤RCc(l) +
∑N

q=c+1
SHq(l)

+
∑c−1

q=1
SLq(l)

(10)

SLq(l) ≤ RCq(l)−min(SLq(l),RCq(l)) (11)

Step 4 (Kicking): Try to kick (preempt) the assigned re-
sources partially or totally starting from the lowest priority
slice upwards through the lower adjacent slice until there
are enough resources to satisfy dw(CT c). If the sum of
squatted higher resources plus the squatted lower resources
plus the kicked lower resources satisfy dw(CT c), then ac-
cept dw(CT c) and count the kicked demands as blocked
demand for the same slice else, dw(CT c) will be rejected.
Equation (12) ensures that the total allocatable resources
cannot exceed the total of slice resource constraint plus all
squatted resources in both squatting high and low plus all
kicked resources from the lower priority slices. Moreover,
the total kicked resources from lower slice q, Kq(l) cannot
exceed the slice resource constraints RCq(l) as (13). Note
that the lowest priority slice cannot use kicking strategy.

Sc(l) ≤RCc(l) +
∑N

q=c+1
SHq(l)

+
∑c−1

q=1
SLq(l) +

∑c−1

q=1
Kq(l)

(12)

Kq(l) ≤ RCq(l) (13)

Obtaining an optimal solution for the above-formulated prob-
lem would involve computing all possible paths between source
and destination, then enumerating all service deployment com-
binations in order to identify the optimal solution from all the
feasible solutions. Evidently, this is a typical NP-hard prob-
lem. As such, exact solutions, as well as approaches based on
conventional solvers such as CPLEX and Gurobi to solve the
above problem, are not feasible in terms of execution time for
delay-sensitive 5G applications which is the target of this paper,
especially for large scale networks. Therefore, this motivates
the adoption of our heuristic approach as it is able to realize the
near-optimal solution with feasible execution time.

IV. DEPLOYMENT POLICY OF NETWORK SLICING
BASED ON SKM

In this section, we present the proposed deployment policy for
allocation of priority demands in a multi-slice network. Mainly,
we provide a comprehensive discussion of the different steps
included in the execution of the algorithm.

The optimal solution of resource allocation, admission con-
trol and QoS management for multiple slice network requires
smart algorithms in order to dynamically support, discover, and
reserve limited network resources that are often different in type,
implementation and priorities. One of the main reasons for the
complexity of the network resource allocation problem is the
random arrival of user requests and the limited substrate net-
work resources. Nonetheless, the resource allocation problem is
an NP-hard due to link allocation problem, since it is difficult
to ensure that the routing paths meet the QoS constraints under
limited network resources. Besides, the difficulty in selecting
the optimal path for various priority requirements and subse-
quent allocation of resources from source to destination in the
physical substrate network. Consequently, most resource alloca-
tion algorithms need to resolve resource allocation optimization
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problems on time. Thus, to resolve the objective function, this
paper introduces the online deployment algorithm, as a priority
aware resource allocation algorithm, which can optimize the use
of resources by effectively allocating different priority service
requirements in terms of link resources based on SKM strategy
across the entire network considering the following constrains,
namely: Link, slice and E2E delay. If the physical path links
contain sufficient resources to provide the resources required for
the request, a successful allocation occurs.

A. Description of the Proposed Deployment Policy

The methodology of the proposed deployment policy is de-
scribed in the flowchart shown in Fig. 1. Also, The algorithm
pseudo-code is specified in the Algorithm 1. At each time t,
when a request arrives, the deployment process will perform
four significant steps to allocate the demand:

1. Step 1 (Routing algorithm): Find all possible paths from
the source to destination to allocate the demand in the net-
work.

2. Step 2 (Resource update): In each time unit, before exe-
cuting the resource allocation process, the algorithm con-
tinues to determine whether any request is expired or not,
to eliminate its requests from the hosting resources, and
updates the entire substrate network accordingly.

3. Step 3 (Allocating decisions): Check all potential paths
according to the available resources metric defined using a
specific allocation strategy.

- On each path (check the node for each node), check the
required delay and resources for the request. If the path
delay and the resources available along this path meet the
requirements of the request, add the path to the list of po-
tential paths. Otherwise, ignore the path.

- Define a specific allocation strategy (SKM) to optimize
individual node allocation based on efficient use. SKM
allocates resources and control process to check whether
network resources are sufficient to serve user demand re-
sources and QoS requirements.

4. Step 4 (Path selection strategy): Sort the potential paths
according to the maximum resources available on the links
and choose the best path to allocate the demand. If the
available resources are the same in two or more paths, the
potential paths will be sorted according to the path that con-
sumes the least resources first.

More details on the steps of the proposed algorithm are dis-
cussed in the subsections.

B. Routing Algorithm

The proposed algorithm starts by checking for all possible
paths to determine the transmission path for the request from
source to destination. In order to find all possible paths to as-
sign service demand, many methods and strategies such as Brute
force and others can be used for this task. Due to the complexity
of the path calculation, we used the k-shortest path algorithm,
which is used to determine the k-shortest path where k is an
integer number of shortest physical paths appropriate to satisfy
the bandwidth resource requirements for various priority slices.
Please note that our work assumes that the substrate network
topology is considered to be constant. Thus, the main factors

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the proposed deployment al-
gorithm

INPUT: G[X ,L] of X routers and L links, and set of service
demands D to be allocated;

OUTPUT: Allocation status, Z(dw): Succeed,R: Reject
while t 6= 0 do
Dselected ← D(i−1)n+1:in Fetch n demands consecutively from
D;
Dchecked ← Φ(Dselected) Check Expiry of the Demands;
Dsorted ← SortDemands(Dchecked) Sort Demands;
for Each Demand dw = dw(CT c) ∈ Dsorted arriving the substrate

network randomly at time t do
InitializeA as empty set;
Start SKM assignment process Loop D :Demands;
for Each l ∈ Pns,r(l) ∈ k-shortest path list (Step 1) do

Ensure that the link delay meet Demand dw delay using (4);
Calculate available resources of a link l using (14);
if Demand dw assignment process was successful for
Pns,r(l) then

Add Pns,r(l) intoA as potential path;
end

end
if CountA > 0 then

for Each Pns,r(l) ∈ A do
Determine path available resources ;
Rta(l)⇐ min(Rta(l));
for (Pns,r(l) andRta(l) > 0) do

Select the optimal path based on highest available
resources as (16);

if two paths or more have same amount of
available resources along the path then

compute the least consumed resources path
as (17);
Z(dw): Succeed dw for Pns,r(l);
Evaluate Metrics using (18)–(23)

end
end

end
end
else
R: Reject dw for Pns,r(l)

end
end

end

that express the substrate networks, for example, the quantity
and connectivity of nodes and links in the substrate network, are
also constant and do not change, but only the capacities of their
resources differ due to their use after each time period t.

C. Resource Update

In each unit time, the algorithm verifies the expiration of
requests and substrate network resources before allocating re-
sources to the subsequent request. In other words, the algorithm
fetches a set of multiple requests sequentially from the request
generation file (D) list and checks for the expiration of the al-
located requests. Later checking the expiration stage, requests
will be classified according to size and priority level from high-
est to lowest. Once the arrangement stage occurs, the process
assignment of step 2 will be used to allocate requests along the
network topology paths.

D. Embedding Decisions

This is the essential step that ensures that every request in the
network is allocated, which solves the problem of allocating re-
sources along the required physical path. To ensure allocation,
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Fig. 2. Illustration of link mapping along the path using SKM strategy

node s and the substrate destination node r. The path (s, r) is
the chosen physical routing path that is allocated by the service
request w and contains two links si and ir for transmitting traf-
fic from the node s to node r. Specifically, in the time period
tdw

, the service request w is assigned to a priority slice defined
by the SKM steps in each link along the path that satisfies the
bandwidth and delay required by the service request. Requests
are arranged according to size and priority to reduce the number
of kicking actions per unit time and also to optimize resource us-
age in the network because arranging requests according to size
resulting in higher utilization rate in most cases. In each time
unit, SKM executing a sorting process before starting a new re-
quest allocation. However, if there are no resources available for
all the candidate paths to accepting the request, the request will
be rejected and move to the next request from step 1. This pro-
cess ends when there are no other paths to accept the requests.

E. Path Selection Procedures

In this step, the algorithm will perform three procedures to
select the optimal path from the list that contains all the poten-
tial routing paths that can accept the demand, which is provided
using the defined resource allocation strategy (SKM).

More details on the three procedures are described below.
Procedure 1, at any time variable t, the algorithm will deter-

mine the available link resources as follows:

Rt
a(l) = R(l)−Rt

z(l), (14)

Rt
z(l) =

N∑
c=1

R(l)− (RCc(l)−min(Sc(l),RCc(l))). (15)

Equation (14) illustrates the computation of available resources
in a link. Furthermore,Rt

z(l) is calculated by the summation of
the difference amongR(l), and the minimum between allocated
and reserved resources for each class as (15). N is the number
of slices across the link l.
Next, the path available resources are the min value ofRt

a(l) =
min(Rt

a(l)).
Procedure 2, is to choose the best routing path considering

the constraints of the resources of a link. The optimal routing
path can be addressed concerning QoS constraints when its links
meet resource constraints.

The links along the requested path meeting the constraints of
the resources are described by (16):

max
{

min(Rt
a(l)) ≥ Pn

s,r(l)dw(CT c)
}
,

∀l ∈ Pn
s,r(l), n ∈ [1,Ps,r

set (l)]
(16)

Procedure 3, if more than one routing path has the same
amount of available resources, the best path will be the one with
the lowest amount of bandwidth consumed.

To compute the less consumed path (17).

min

 ∑
∀l∈Pn

s,r(l)

Rt
z(l)

 , n ∈ [1,Ps,r
set (l)] (17)

F. Time Complexity

In general, the complexity of the exact mixed-integer pro-
gramming (MIP) problems is explosive in full connected net-
works with a relative big scenario (already with 10 nodes, or
more) resulting in unaffordable execution times to solve prob-
lems with large network sizes. Actually, the problem of finding
all paths in fully connected networks belongs to the family of
NP-Complete problems [29]. This is even worse when consid-
ering SKM as a policy for network slicing, regarding the addi-
tional complexity, as discussed in [7]. To reduce significantly
the complexity of the problem, k-shortest path is considered,
which is not affecting the results, since the shortest paths will be
chosen most probably because they consume fewer resources.

Our proposed algorithm has two main computation stages;
stage 1 consists of finding the k-shortest possible paths in the
substrate network from which a service request can be deployed.
Then, the second stage involves obtaining the best path among
all the feasible k-shortest path on which the request is then
provisioned. The first stage is obtained using the k-shortest
path algorithm, whose time complexity can be approximated
as O(kX (L + L logL) where X and L the number of nodes
and edges respectively, of the substrate network [30]. The sec-
ond stage 2 involves checking for the feasible paths among k-
shortest paths which is linear in terms of the number of paths and
nodes constituting each path. Then, the feasible paths are sorted
according to highest available resources and the time complex-
ity of this cannot to exceed O(k log k) where k is the maximum
number of obtained feasible paths [31]. Note that the feasi-
ble paths are usually few in number, especially under conges-
tion scenarios, hence such a step imposes a negligible execution
overhead on our algorithm.

G. Evaluation Metrics

The performance of the proposed deployment algorithm will
be evaluated based on acceptance ratio, total resource utiliza-
tion, load balancing, overloaded link and total number of pre-
empted demands across the network.

G.1 Acceptance ratio, AR

It is the ratio in which the description of how the proposed
algorithm works and is determined by measuring the averaging
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and dividing number of requests accepted in the system in each
time period by the total number of requests. [28], [32], [33].

AR =
1

T
∑
∀t∈T

AD
D
∗ 100. (18)

G.2 Average acceptance ratio per slice, ARc

It is the ratio in which the description of how the proposed
algorithm works and is determined by measuring the averaging
and dividing number of requests accepted by each slice sepa-
rately in each time period by the total number of requests for the
same slice. Is a ratio to represent how the proposed algorithm is
performing and is calculated by averaging and dividing the num-
ber of successfully allocated demands by each slice separately
at each time interval by total demands for the same slice.

ARc =
1

T
∑
∀t∈T

ADc

Dc
∗ 100. (19)

G.3 Average resource utilization, U
It indicates the average utilization of substrate network links

after all simulation iterations. It is determined as the ratio be-
tween the resources used and the link capacity, averaged across
all substrate network links [33].

U =
1

T
∑
t∈T

1

L
∑
∀l∈L

Rt
z(l)

R(l)
. (20)

G.4 Average resource utilization per slice, Uc
It indicates the average utilization of slices is substrate net-

work links after all simulation iterations. It is determined as the
ratio between the resources used by each slice separately and the
link capacity, averaged across all substrate network links

Uc =
1

T
∑
t∈T

1

L
∑

∀CT c(l)∈L

Sc(l)
R(l)

∗ 100. (21)

G.5 Average load balancing, LB
This parameter provides an indicator of the possibility of our

proposed deployment algorithm to use the substrate resources
in a uniform manner. In this study, we adopt the variance of the
link resource utilization as the measure of the load balancing in
the network [28].

LB =

∑
∀l∈L(U − µ)2

|L|
, (22)

where L is the set of all links in the network and |L| is the car-
dinality of this set. U as given in (20) is the average resource
utilization on the link l and µ is the mean value of this parame-
ter across the network. The lower value of LB is the better load
balancing performance.

G.6 Average overloaded link, Lov

This parameter provides an indicator of the possibility of
our proposed algorithm to use link loads in a uniform manner.
Higher relative loads or overloaded links will certainly be the
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Fig. 3. An illustrative diagram showing a physical network of 6 nodes and 9
links receiving three service demands.

goal of having long-serving queues, and so, higher delay and a
higher rate of packet loss will occur. Besides, to have a suffi-
cient QoS, we should reduce the link loads and the number of
network links in the demand. Mathematically, the overloaded
link performance in this study, Lov along the network is defined
in (23). The lower value of Lov is the best-overloaded link per-
formance.

Lov = max(U − µ),∀l ∈ L (23)

H. General Illustrative Example

In this subsection, we give a brief numerical example to ex-
plain the proposed deployment algorithm considering a network
topology (directed graph) consisting of 6 nodes and 9 links as
shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, we assume that all links have the
same capacity of 30 units and the same delay of 1 ms. Every
link is distributed into 3 priority slices and all slices have the
same quantity of resources equal to 10 units. Furthermore, four
demands (from one source to different destinations) need to be
allocated based on the resources available across the network as
described below. Please note that we considered the k-shortest
path algorithm with k equal to 2 for this example to map the dif-
ferent demands with the generation rate set to one demand per
each unit time as follows:

#1: From A to D, 15 units, priority 2, delay 3 ms, duration=3
#2: From A to E, 10 units, priority 3, delay 2 ms, duration=2
#3: From A to F , 20 units, priority 3, delay 5 ms, duration=4
#4: From A to F , 24 units, priority 1, delay 4 ms, duration=6

For an example scenario, Table 2 shows the SKM behaviour
in the above-demonstrated example with an on-line scenario in
terms of allocating and reservation of resources for the demands
by considering network slices and the links capacities. In other
words, the table explains the basis of our proposed deployment
policy behaviour in the example shown above with an online
mode in terms of resource allocation and reservation for the de-
mand by considering traffic slices and link capacities. Moreover,
the above example demonstrates SKM’s ability to efficiently
make decisions to determine paths according to priority and de-
lay demands. The first column of the table shows the optimal
computing paths for mapping four E2E service demands across
substrate network per unit time. The second left column demon-
strates the routing step of the deployment policy. Before starting
the process of allocation in each unit time, the algorithm checks
the expiry of allocated demands and the substrate network is
updated as shown in column three (expired demands) and five
(available resources in each link of path). For instance, before
the arrival of demand #4 : 241,4(6), the demand #2 : 103,2(0)
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was expired and the available network resources was updated.
Please note that the allocation of the demands is performed
after the sorting process in each unit as shown in column six
(Alive demands after sorting). For example, when the demand
#4 : 241(6) arrives at the network, firstly, we must do rearrang-
ing including the new demand to the existing alive demands ac-
cording to size and priority. Next, the demands #3 : 202,5(3)
and #4 : 241,4(6) are allocated respectively. Also, in this ex-
ample, we show how SKM uses kicking operation to favour the
higher priority slices as in unit time 3. In unit time 3, there is no
enough resources in the network to accept the new higher pri-
ority demand #3 : 203,5(3) so, the algorithm checks all alive
demands that can be kicked to favour the new demand. Ac-
cordingly, demand # : 152,3(3) is expelled from the network to
allocate new higher priority demand as shown in column seven
(execution). Finally, after verifying all potential paths that can
allocate the demand, the algorithm determines the optimal path
based on the available resources, as shown in the last column
from Table 2. Table 3 shows the results of the online proposed
algorithm in terms of the Uc, U , ARc, AR, LB, and Lov . From
the results, slice 3, accepted two demands until the observation
time #2 : 103,2(2), #3 : 103,5(2) across the network. Please
note that the low priority slice demand #1 : 152,3(3) has been
kicked to satisfy the higher priority slice demand #3 : 203,5(2).

V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the performance analysis of the proposed algo-
rithm is discussed including the resource allocation algorithms,
the different scenarios that are considered in this work, simula-
tion settings and the obtained results.

A. Simulation Scenarios and Compared Algorithms

Table 4 provides a high-level comparison between SKM,
Smart Alloc, AllocTC, RDM and MAM algorithms, listing their
used strategies, and how they embed the demands onto different
priority slices along the path. The algorithms are compared con-
sidering a number of simulation scenarios with each scenario in-
tended to meet a given objective. In all simulations, algorithms
were developed using Eclipse IDE for Java Developers, version:
Mars.2 Release (4.5.2) and conducted on a desktop computer
running Windows operating system with the following specifi-
cations: Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 CPU 6400 @ 2.13GHz Memory
6GB. The scenarios considered for the performance analysis are
as follows:

1. Scenario 1: SKM’s overall performance in terms of accep-
tance rate, resource usage, as well as load balancing and
link overload will be compared with the latest online al-
gorithm such as Smart Alloc from Bahnasse et al. (2018)
[22] as described in the Section V.B.1 considering the on-
line case with different arrival rates (λ). The objective of
this scenario is to assess the effect of λ on SKM against the
state of art algorithms.

2. Scenario 2: This scenario involved an online simulation
under mesh network topology and various generated traf-
fic load (same load in all slices, high load in lower prior-
ity slices and high load in higher priority slices) for traffic

slices of all priorities as detailed in Section V.B.2. The
objective of this scenario is to assess the impact of mesh
topology in which all nodes are reachable in a single hop
from each other node on the performance of SKM against
the state of the art algorithms considering different load
distributions.

3. Scenario 3: This scenario involved an online simulation
under NSF network topology and various generated traffic
load for traffic slices of all priorities as detailed in Sec-
tion V.C. The objective of this scenario is to analyze the
impact of NSF network on our proposed algorithm perfor-
mance against the state of the art algorithms considering
different load distributions. This is because NSF topology
faces more bottlenecks which further complicates resource
allocation and QoS management compared to mesh topol-
ogy.

B. Simulation Settings and Obtained Results

This section presents simulation settings, the results obtained
from the different scenarios and their analysis.

B.1 Scenario 1: Impact of arrival rate

In this scenario, we assess the impact of different arrival rates
on the performance of SKM strategy against other sates of the
art algorithms in the network topology adopted in [22], with the
aim of optimizing resource utilization while improving accep-
tance rate in higher priority slices.

We used in this scenario a substrate network with 8 nodes and
9 links, the link bandwidth resources are given as real numbers,
chosen as 150 or 300 units, and the delay in each substrate link
was set to 1 ms. The number of slices per link is equal to 3 slices
in links that contain 150 units have the same capacity and are
equal to 50 units, and slices in links that contain 300 units have
the same capacity and equal to 100 units. We assume that the
demands arrive with an exponentially distributed lifetime with
an average of 100 time units. In this evaluation scenario, the
choice of both source and destination nodes for each request is
randomly determined. The arrival rate of incoming demands λ
is varied from 1 to 4 per 100 time units, over simulation time
of 20,000 units. The size of demands were real numbers uni-
formly distributed between 1–20 units, while the delay for each
demand was randomly selected between 1 and 5. For the routing
step, using the k-shortest path, the maximum value of k was set
to 5. Table 5 summarizes all simulation scenarios parameters.

From the results in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c), the average links uti-
lization and acceptance ratio for SKM, Smart Alloc and Al-
locTC resulted in 78.5% for U and 59.70% forAR, which were
higher than MAM and RDM by 5.09% and 3.2% for U and by
3.98% and 2.3% for AR respectively. As expected, SKM out-
performs the rest of the algorithms in terms of average U3 and
average AR3 by 11% and 8% respectively, for the different ar-
rival rates (see Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)). In case of including E2E
delay, SKM links’ utilization is less than without delay, since
considering delay constraints leads to lower AR, resulting in
low resource utilization, thus has less utilized substrate links
(see Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)).

Fig. 4(e) results show that SKM, AllocTC and Smart Alloc
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Table 2. Numerical example showing the basics of our proposed deployment algorithm.

#of demand:
dp,δ(t) & path

selection

Allocation (SKM on-line)

3 PRIORITY SLICES (Unit time 1) Paths to be checked/sorted (PA,B,C,D, PA,B,F,D)
Paths to be

selected
Expired
demands

New demands to
be processed

Available Resources
in each link of path

Alive demands
after sorting

Execution Evaluated metric

PA,B,C,D
in this path:

[4 ]nodes and [3]
links

A−B (10,10,10)
B − C (10,10,10)
C −D (10,10,10)

Accepted delay 3 ms
(10,0,5) RDM
(10,0,5) RDM
(10,0,5) RDM

Ra_(A,B) =30-15 = 15 units
Ra_(B,C) =30-15 = 15 units
Ra_(C,D) =30-15 = 15 units
Min available resources of Ra

given slice for links along
the path (Min Ra) = 15 units.
Consuming resources along

the path = 15+15+15 = 45 units

#1 : 152(3)
The selected path
after checked all

paths is PA,B,C,D

PA,B,F,D
in this path:

[4]nodes and [3]
links

_ #1 : 152,3(3)

A−B (10,10,10)
B − F (10,10,10)
F −D (10,10,10)

_
Accepted delay 3 ms

(10,0,5) RDM
(10,0,5) RDM
(10,0,5) RDM

Ra_(A,B) =30-15 = 15 units
Ra_(B,F ) =30-15 = 15 units
Ra_(F,D) =30-15 = 15 units
Min available resources of Ra

given slice for links along
the path (Min Ra) = 15 units.
Consuming resources along

the path = 15+15+15 = 45 units
3 PRIORITY SLICES (Unit time 2) Paths to be checked/sorted (PA,B,E , PA,B,C,E)

Paths to be
selected

Expired
demands

New demands to
be processed

Available Resources
in each link of path

Alive demands
after sorting

Execution Evaluated metric

PA,B,E
in this path:

[3] nodes and [2]
links

A−B (10,0,5)
B − E (10,10,10)

Accepted delay 2 ms
(5,0,0) SL1_(A,B)

(10,10,0) SL1_(B,E)

Ra_(A,B) = 5 units
Ra_(B,E) = 20 units

Min available resources on
the other priority slices for

links along the path =5 units.
Consuming resources along
the path = 25+10 = 35 units

#2 : 103,2(2)
The selected path
after checked all
paths is PA,B,E

(the least consumed
resources path)

PA,B,C,E
in this path:

[4] nodes and [3]
links

_ #2 : 103,2(2) A−B (10,0,5)
B − C (10,0,5)
C − E (10,10,10)

#2 : 103,2(2)
#1 : 152,3(2) Rejected delay 2 ms Discarded path due

to rejected delay

3 PRIORITY SLICES (Unit time 3) Paths to be checked/sorted (PA,B,F , PA,B,C,F )
Paths to be

selected
Expired
demands

New demands to
be processed

Available Resources
in each link of path

Alive demands
after sorting

Execution Evaluated metric

PA,B,F
in this path:

[3] nodes and [2]
links

A−B (5,0,0)
B − F (10,10,10)

(0,0,0) K2_(A,B)
(10,0,0) SL2_(B,F )

Ra_(A,B) = 0 units
Ra_(B,F ) = 10 units

Min available resources on
the other priority slices for

links along the path = 0 units.
Consuming resources along
the path = 30+20 = 50 units

#3 : 203,5(4)
The selected path
after checked all
paths is PA,B,F

(the least consumed
resources path)

PA,B,C,F
in this path:

[4] nodes and [3]
links

_ #3 : 203,5(4) A−B (5,0,0)
B − C (10,0,5)
C − F (10,10,10)

#3 : 203,5(4)
#2 : 103,2(1)
#1 : 152,3(1)

(0,0,0) K2_(A,B)
(0,10,0) K2_(B,C)

(10,0,0) MAM

Ra_(A,B) = 0 units
Ra_(B,C) = 10 units
Ra_(C,F ) = 10 units

Min available resources on
the other priority slices for

links along the path = 0 units.
Consuming resources along

the path = 30+20+20 = 70 units
3 PRIORITY SLICES (Unit time 4) Paths to be checked/sorted (PA,B,F , PA,B,C,F )

Paths to be
selected

Expired
demands

New demands to
be processed

Available Resources
in each link of path

Alive demands
after sorting

Execution Evaluated metric

PA,B,F
in this path:

[3] nodes and [2]
links

A−B (5,0,5)
B − F (10,0,0)

Accepted delay 3 ms
(5,0,5) Rejected
(10,0,0) Rejected

Discarded path due
to rejected allocation

#4 : 241,4(6)
The demand is

rejected

PA,B,C,F
in this path:

[4]nodes and [3]
links

#2 : 103,2
(0)

#4 : 241,4(6)

A−B (5,0,5)
B − C (10,10,10)
C − F (10,10,10)

#3 : 202,5(3)
#4 : 241,4(6)

Accepted delay 3 ms
(5,0,5) Rejected

(0,0,6) RDM
(0,0,6) RDM

Discarded path due
to rejected allocation

have very close performance with and without delay when in-
creased load in terms of average LB and average Lov due to the
algorithms have similar utilization. On the other hand, MAM
and RDM showed lowest performance with and without de-

lay among other algorithms in terms of LB and Lov by 0.011,
0.0027 for LB and by 0.025, 0.015 for Lov respectively, where
more links not being fully used across the network. In the case of
including E2E delay, SKM links’ load balancing performance is
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Table 3. Results of the performance metrics after applying the proposed deployment algorithm in an online example scenario.

Links utilization: Utilization per slice: Accepted demands per slice:
Utilization for link (A−B) = (20) / 30 = 66.67%
Utilization for link (B −−C) = (0) / 30 = 0%
Utilization for link (C −−D) = (0) / 30 = 0%
Utilization for link (B −−E) = (0) / 30 = 0%
Utilization for link (B −−F ) = (20) / 30 = 66.67%
Utilization for link (C −−E) = 0%
Utilization for link (C −−F ) = 0%
Utilization for link (E −−D) = 0%
Utilization for link (F −−D) = 0%

Utilization for slice (1) = 0 / (9*30) =
0%
Utilization for slice (2) = (0) /
(9*30) = 0%
Utilization for slice (3) = (20) /
(9*30) = 7.40%

For slice (1): 0 Demand(s) of 1 – acceptance = 0%
For slice (2): 0 Demand(s) of 1 – acceptance = 0%
For slice (3): 2 Demand(s) of 2 – acceptance = 100.00%

Average utilization of the Network = (20/30 + 20/30) / 9 = 14.81%
Average acceptance ratio = 2/ 4 = 50%
LB = [(66.67% – 14.81%)2 + (66.67% – 14.81%)2 + (0% – 14.81%)2 + (0 – 14.81%)2 + (0% – 14.81%)2 + (0 – 14.81%)2

+ (0 – 14.81%)2 + (0 – 14.81%)2 + (0 – 14.81%)2 ]/ 9= 0.26
Lov = (66.67% – 14.81%) = 0.52
Number of preempted demands = 1 (#1 : 152,3(3))

Table 4. Comparing SKM to Smart Alloc, AllocTC, RDM and MAM algorithms.

Item SKM Smart Alloc AllocTC RDM MAM
Scenario Online

Goal maximize overall resource utilization

Strategy Confirm slices’ constraints.
Check available links capacities then allocate

Resource allocation

The squatting
strategy allows
sharing unused

resources between
all CT s(l)

It is classified
demands based on

their threshold.
Whatever the priority

of the resources
required belonging

to the high threshold,
the latter can benefit
from the loans of the

other slices

It allows an
opportunistic sharing
of the link resources
among the different

slices

The lower priority
CT s(l) can reuse the

free resources of
higher priority
CT s(l) and no the

reverse

Each CT c(l) has its
private resources,

and if the latter is not
used, it cannot be

allocated to another
CT c(l)

Best path selection Select the highest available resource path. If two or more paths have
the same resources, determine which resource is the least consumed path.

PHT L Yes Yes Yes Yes No
PLT H No No Yes No No
Kq(l) Yes No No No No

E2E delay Yes

less than without delay, mainly since SKM with E2E delay uti-
lized less network resources, thus has more overloaded substrate
links.

As shown in Fig. 4(f), SKM outperforms RDM, Smart Alloc
and AllocTC in terms of average Pre by 5, 10, and 23 demands
respectively due to kicking operation. In the case of including
E2E delay, number of preempted demands of SKM is less than
without delay, mainly since SKM with E2E delay accepted less
number of demands.

Impact of delay on all algorithms: The impact of E2E delay
on all algorithms, was negative in general overall simulations
as shown in Fig. 4. The results reflect how the algorithms are
performing better without delay than when they were included.

B.2 Scenario 2: Performance considering mesh topology

In this scenario, we assess the impact of mesh topology on the
performance of SKM strategy with and without delay against
MAM, RDM and AllocTC under various traffic loads. Note
that the demands are generated in this scenario with a fixed de-

mands lifetime equal to 1-time unit and the size of each demand
is also fixed equal to 1 unit as the minimum granularity for al-
location. Each demand has single priority generated in a ran-
dom manner from (1 to 3) with a generation rate of demands
per each unit time equal to 2500 demand. The total number of
demands among slices generated until 10 unit time is 25,000 for
each experiment (see Table 5). Moreover, we consider in this
scenario three experiments in order to analyze the performance
of SKM under several metrics and different load distributions
between different priority slices. Please note that in all exper-
iments, the capacity of each slice along the whole network is
500 unit (RCc(l) * 10 links = total size of the slice across the
network). The evaluation experiments are as follows:
• Experiment 1: More traffic load in lower priority slices.
• Experiment 2: Same traffic load in all priority slices.
• Experiment 3: More traffic load in higher priority slices.

The objective of experiment one is to illustrate that SKM has
similar behaviour to RDM and AllocTC at high loads for lower
priority slices across the network. The simulation experiment
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Table 5. Simulation scenarios parameters.

Substrate network

Parameter Value
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 03

Nodes/Links 8/9 Mesh 5/10 NSF 14/21
Link delay 1 ms 1 ms 1 ms

Link capacity fixed.[150 units or 300 units] 150 units 150 units
Traffic slices capacity fixed,[50 units or 100 units] 50 units 50 units
Traffic slices priorities Unif,[1 – 3] Unif,[1 – 3] Unif,[1 – 3]

Time units 0 – 20,000 0 – 25,000 0 – 40,000
Generation rate Unif,[1 demand – 4 demand]/100 unit times 2500/1 unit time 4000/1 unit time
Demands/lifetime 500 time units 1 time unit 1 time unit

k value for k-shortest path 5 5 10
Demands

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Source Random Random Random

Destination Random Random Random
Demands/size Unif, [1 unit – 20 units] 1 unit 1 unit

Demands/lifetime 500 time units 1 time unit 1 time unit
Delay Unif,[1 ms – 5 ms] Unif,[1 ms – 5 ms] Unif, [1 ms – 10 ms]

Load volume traffic
for each slice

per-each unit time
in each scenario experiments

-

Experiment 1, high load in
lower priority slices:

1250, 833, 417
Experiment 2, same load in

all priority slices:
833, 833, 833

Experiment 3, high load in
higher priority slices:

417, 834, 1250

Experiment 1, high load in
lower priority slices:

2000, 1500, 500
Experiment 2, same load in

all priority slices:
1333, 1333, 1334

Experiment 3, high load in
higher priority slices:

500, 1500, 2000

enforces the share or squatting strategy that is inherent to RDM
across the network. The objective of experiment two is to il-
lustrate that the SKM guarantees to accept more demands for
higher priority slices than AllocTC, RDM and MAM in case of
same loads in traffic slices across the network. The objective
of experiment three is to illustrate that SKM has an similar be-
haviour to AllocTC before the saturation case when the load is
high for higher priority slices across the network. This is ver-
ified by enforcing the share strategy of AllocTC or squatting
strategy. Also, SKM achieves more accepted demands than Al-
locTC and RDM at high loads for higher priority slices, which is
due to being stricter on priorities than the other algorithms after
saturation case.

Fig. 5 shows the results for each algorithm with and without
delay in terms of U , AR, Uc, ARc, Pre, LB and Lov using dif-
ferent traffic load according to experiments 1–3.

Experiment 1, considering high load in lower priority
slices: In terms of U and AR, Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) show that
SKM, AllocTC and RDM resulted in 100% U and 59% AR
where 1475 demands are accepted from 2500 demands per each
unit time. On the other hand, MAM achieved the lowest per-
formance and resulted in 95.2% U and 56% AR where 1400
demands are accepted from 2500 demands per each unit time.
As expected, SKM, AllocTC, RDM and MAM have similar be-
haviour in terms of U3 andAR3 by achieving 25.60% and 100%
(417/417)AR3, respectively. This is due to the fact that the load
distributions on slice 3 across the network was lower than its ca-
pacity (the demanded resources for slice 3 was 417 unit). More-
over, SKM outperforms AllocTC, RDM and MAM by 18.02%,
18.34%, and 22.54% in terms of U2 due to kicking operation.
The same trend of performance is observed in Fig. 5(c) in terms
of ARc.

Fig. 5(e) illustrates that SKM, AllocTC and RDM have a very

close performance in terms of LB and Lov , this is because these
algorithms have a similar value of network resource utilization
which is 100% U (almost all links are fully used). Moreover,
MAM gives the lowest performance in terms of LB and Lov re-
sulted in 0.0011 LB and 0.047 Lov where more links not being
fully used across the network. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5(f),
SKM, AllocTC and RDM resulted in 740, 739, and 745 in terms
of Pre, respectively.

Experiment 2, considering same load in all priority slices:
Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) illustrate that the SKM, AllocTC, RDM and
MAM resulted in 100% U and 58.88%AR where 1472 demand
from 2500 are accepted per each unit time. Moreover, SKM out-
performs MAM, RDM and AllocTC in the highest priority slice
by 20.47% in terms of U3 and 41.17% in terms of AR3. Also,
from the results, SKM outperforms MAM, RDM and AllocTC
in slice 2 by 11.94% in terms of U2 and by 17.39% in terms of
AR2 (as the expected from the behaviours) due to the kicking
operation.

Fig. 5(e) shows that SKM, AllocTC, RDM, and MAM have
similar performance in terms of LB and Lov and have resulted
in almost zero since all links are used across the network. More-
over, as shown in Fig. 5(f), SKM outperforms AllocTC and
RDM by 219 and 38 in terms of Pre, respectively due to kicking
operation.

Experiment 3, considering high load in higher priority
slices: Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) illustrate that the SKM and AllocTC
have similar performance in terms of U and AR by achieving
100% U and 59% where 1475 demand are accepted from 2500
demand per each unit time. On the other hand, MAM and RDM
performance are the lowest one among the four strategies by
achieving 94.5% in terms of U and 55.54% in terms ofAR. This
is because there is no ability to share resources among the slices.
Furthermore, SKM outperforms AllocTC, RDM and MAM in
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Fig. 4. Overall Performance of SKM with and without E2E delay compared to Smart Alloc, AllocTC, RDM and MAM in scenario 1. Figs. (a) and (b) show the
average link utilization and average utilization per slice without delay and with delay, respectively. Figs. (c) and (d) show the average acceptance ratio and
average acceptance ratio per slice without delay and with delay, respectively. Fig. (e), shows the load balancing and overloaded link with and without delay,
and figure (d), shows the average number of preempted demands with and without delay.

the highest priority slice by 47.79%, 53.14%, 53.14% in terms
of U3 and by 54.28%, 60.95%, 60.95% respectively in terms of
AR3.

Fig. 5(e) illustrate that SKM and AllocTC have a similarly
good performance by achieving zero in terms of both LB and
Lov since all links are fully used in the network. Moreover,
RDM and MAM gave the worst performance in terms of LB
and Lov and resulted in 0.0117 and 0.0474, respectively, where
more number of links are not fully used across the network. Fur-
ther, from the results of Fig. 5(f), SKM outperforms RDM and
AllocTC by 657 and 43 respectively in terms of Pre since the
load was too low in lower slices so, no need to use the kicking
operation.

Impact of delay on the performance of different algo-
rithms: All simulation results showed that impact of delay on
resource allocation process was clearly the most significant pa-
rameter among all varied metrics while testing SKM. Specifi-
cally, referring to Figs. 5(b) and 5(d), SKM’s average utilization
and average acceptance ratio with delay, were less than when it

was not included by 3%, and 5%, respectively. Similar trends
can be seen by referring to SKM’s results for average Uc, ARc,
LB, Lov , and Pre (see Figs. 5(e) and 5(f)).

C. Scenario 3: Performance considering NSF topology

In this scenario, we assess the impact of NSF topology on the
SKM performance against MAM, RDM and AllocTC under dif-
ferent traffic loads and under fixed demands lifetime, in terms of
U ,AR, Uc,ARc, Pre, LB, and Lov . Moreover, in this scenario
we used the same experiments that were considered in the sec-
ond scenario. Please note that in all experiments, the capacity of
each slice along the network is 1050 unit (RCc(l) * 21 links =
total size of the slice across the network).

Fig. 6 shows the results by each algorithm in terms of U ,AR,
Uc,ARc, Pre, LB and Lov using different traffic load according
to experiments 1–3.

Experiment 1, considering high load in lower priority
slices: From Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) results, SKM, AllocTC and
RDM resulted in 88.93% U and 41.97% AR where 1679 de-
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Fig. 5. SKM with and without E2E delay performance compared to MAM, RDM and AllocTC in scenario 2. Figs. (a) and (b) show the average link utilization
and average utilization per slice without delay and with delay, respectively. Figs. (c) and (d) show the average acceptance ratio and average acceptance ratio
per slice without delay and with delay, respectively. Fig. (e), shows the load balancing and overloaded link with and without delay, and figure (d), shows the
average number of preempted demands with and without delay.

mands are accepted from 4000 demands per each unit time. On
the other hand, MAM achieved the lowest performance and re-
sulted in 77.24% U and 37.30% AR where 1492 demands are
accepted from 4000 demands per each unit time. Moreover,
SKM, AllocTC, RDM and MAM have simiar behaviour in terms
of both U3 and AR3 by achieving 23.98% and 73.72%, respec-
tively because the load distributions on slice 3 across the net-
work was lower than its capacity. Furthermore, SKM outper-
forms AllocTC, RDM and MAM by 20.14%, 20.61%, 24.32%
in terms of U2. Further, in terms ofARc, SKM, achieved 12.5%
for slice 2 more than MAM, RDM and AllocTC by 15.29%,
15.71%, 20.63%, respectively due to kicking operation (see
Figs. 6(a) and 6(c)).

Fig. 6(e) illustrate that SKM, AllocTC and RDM have a very
close performance in terms ofLB andLov resulting in 0.025 and
0.12 respectively, due to the fact that the algorithms have simi-
lar utilization performance. On the other hand, MAM gives the
lowest performance in terms of LB and Lov resulting in 0.028
and 0.17 respectively, where more links are not being fully used

across the network. Moreover, Fig. 6(f) reveals that SKM, Al-
locTC and RDM resulted in 1601, 2012, and 1331 in terms of
Pre respectively due to kicking and preemption operations as
we explained earlier.

Experiment 2, considering same load in all priority slices:
From Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) results, SKM, AllocTC, RDM and
MAM resulted in 88.72%, 88.07%, 87.66%, 87% of U and
40.62%, 40.54%, 40.52%, 40% of AR, respectively since the
load was same in all slices. Moreover, SKM outperforms MAM,
RDM and AllocTC in the highest priority slice by 30.14% in
terms of U3 and 29.26% in terms of AR3 due to the kicking
operation. Furthermore, Fig. 6(e) shows that the performance
of SKM, AllocTC, RDM and MAM are similar in terms of LB
and Lov resulted in average 0.024 and 0.12, respectively due
to the algorithms have similar utilization performance. Further,
Fig. 6(f) shows that the SKM outperforms AllocTC and RDM
by 298 and 71 in terms of Pre, respectively due to kicking oper-
ation.

Experiment 3, considering high load in higher priority
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Fig. 6. SKM with and without E2E delay performance compared to MAM, RDM and AllocTC in scenario 3. Figs. (a) and (b) show the average link utilization
and average utilization per slice without delay and with delay, respectively. Figs. (c) and (d) show the average acceptance ratio and average acceptance ratio per
slice without delay and with delay, respectively. Fig. (e), shows the load balancing and overloaded link with and without delay, and figure d, shows the average
number of preempted demands with and without delay.

slices: From Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) results, SKM and AllocTC
have similar performance in terms of U and AR by achieving
88.65% U and 41.05% where 1642 demand are accepted from
4000 demand per each unit time. On the other hand, RDM and
MAM performance are the lowest one among the four strategies
by achieving 77.36%, 76% in terms of U and 33.90%, 33% re-
spectively in terms of AR. This is because there is no ability to
share resources among the slices. From Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) il-
lustrate that the SKM outperforms AllocTC, RDM and MAM in
the highest priority slice by 35.17%, 41.71%, 41.71% in terms
of U3 and by 23.8%, and 33.19%, 33.19% respectively in terms
of AR3 (as the expected from the behaviours) due to kicking
operation.

From the results of Fig. 6(e) illustrate that SKM and AllocTC
have a similarly good performance by achieving 0.025, 0.12 in
terms of both LB and Lov . Moreover, RDM and MAM gave the
worst performance in terms of LB and Lov and resulted in 0.028
and 0.16, respectively, where more number of links are not fully
used across the network. Moreover, Fig. 6(f), SKM outperforms

RDM and AllocTC by 1665 and 205 respectively in terms of
Pre since the load was was too low on the lower priority slices
so, no need to use kicking operation of SKM.

Impact of delay on the performance of different algo-
rithms: All simulation results showed that impact of delay on
resource allocation process was clearly the most significant pa-
rameter among all varied metrics while testing SKM perfor-
mance across NSF network. Specifically, referring to Figs. 6(b)
and 6(d), SKM’s average utilization and average acceptance
ratio with delay, were less than when it was not included by
20.42%, and 10.19%, respectively. Similar trends can be seen
by referring to SKM’s results for average Uc, ARc, LB, Lov ,
and Pre (see Figs. 6(f) and 6(e)).

These values confirm the importance of including E2E delay
as a main constraint when solving resource allocation problem,
as a direct evaluation metric for real world 5G networks.
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D. Analysis of Simulation Results

Through the simulation analysis of all the algorithms in the
considered scenarios mentioned in Sections V.B.1, V.B.2, and
V.C, the following points can be obtained:

1. Addressing delay problems: Incorporation of E2E delay
constraint had a vital impact on the resource allocation pro-
cess, as displayed by lower resource utilization and accep-
tance ratios across all simulations in the range of 10% and
4% respectively when compared to the cases without delay.

2. Overall online performance of SKM, measured by resource
utilization and acceptance ratio were in average in the
range of 78.5% and 59.70% respectively, which is simi-
lar to the latest referenced online algorithm by Bahnasse et
al., (2018). Moreover, SKM outperforms all algorithms in
terms of average U3 and average AR3 by 11% and 8% re-
spectively, for the different arrival rates (see Figs. 4(a) and
4(c)).

3. The impact of the topology on the SKM performance and
other algorithms is discussed below: Our analysis shows
that the all algorithms achieve worse performance in terms
of links utilization in NSF topology compared to Mesh,
even though NSF have more nodes and links. This is be-
cause the mesh topology exhibits a low betweenness cen-
trality value compared to NSF, as a result, the mesh topol-
ogy experiences fewer bottlenecks compared to NSF topol-
ogy. This is due to the fact that under mesh topology, all
nodes are reachable in a single hop from each other, hence,
bottlenecks are minimal since most demands are mapped
on single edge paths. In addition, the mesh topology has a
high closeness implying on average, mapping of demands
from source to destination uses fewer links (shortest path
length). All the above issues account for the better per-
formance in terms of AR, U , load balancing, delay, re-
source consumption and number of preempted demands
among others for the mesh topology across all the algo-
rithms. In online experiment 2 (same load in all slices), the
performance improvement of all algorithms such as SKM
under mesh network in terms of U and AR is 9.48% for U
and 14.69% forAR compared to NSF. Note that, we found
similar attribute for the other experiments.

4. Usage recommendations: Under online scenario: SKM is a
suitable algorithm to be used under different topologies but
from our experiments we found that SKM provides high
performance in terms of AR, U , LB, Lov , and Pre un-
der topolgies with fewer bottlenecks such as mesh topol-
ogy irrespective of the load distributions. Moreover, SKM
performance gain was more significant with high load in
higher priority slices compared to other strategies in terms
of accepting higher priority demands. In addition, SKM
can reproduce the behaviour of MAM, RDM, and AllocTC
in a single model and, as such, generalizes the inherent be-
haviour of these BAMs in a single implementation in case
of unsaturated network.

5. Execution time: We investigated the impact of process-
ing and time costs. The proposed algorithm performance
has a sorting step, which needs slightly more memory,
but we did not calculate and focus on the cost in terms
of memory because our focus was the run time of the al-

gorithms. For example, when the E2E delay was not in-
cluded, SKM achieved 10 h, 7 min and 56 s as average run-
time to assign the demands after running the algorithms
10 times using experiment 3 of scenario 3. RDM and Al-
locTC have a slightly lower run time complexity (60 and
20 min, respectively) than SKM. Nevertheless, SKM gave
very high utilization and acceptance ratio in higher pri-
ority slices. Also, when we compare the proposed algo-
rithm with MAM, SKM’s run time complexity is approx-
imately 1 h and 45 min more than MAM. Incorporating
E2E delay constraints is expected to increase run time due
to additional need to search for more paths, however, since
we adopted the k-shortest path approach, those additional
paths are few in number, the additional run time was in-
significant compared to the case without delay constraint.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a new algorithm based on SKM that
efficiently allocates, manages and controls the slice resources
under several constraints for 5G and beyond networks, such as
priority, bandwidth and E2E delay in real-time while aiming to
maximize the overall resource utilization in the substrate net-
work.

In a practical scenario, the computational needs suggest to
be executed inside NFV to provide intelligent decisions regard-
ing admission control, routing path computation and resource
allocation with a goal of dynamic resource management and
guarantee QoS constraint routing for intelligent network slic-
ing management. Moreover, the algorithm proposed is stricter
on priorities and significantly differentiates priorities, especially
under congested scenarios to optimize usage and provide high
acceptance for users of the higher traffic priority slice, which is
critical to ensuring the quality of service.

The experimental results showed that the best available al-
gorithm to handle slices until now, SKM without delay con-
straint managed to maximize the average resource utilization
in the substrate multi-hop network by 20.42% and by 3% in
the substrate single-hop network. Additionally, this algorithm
achieved up to 100% acceptance ratio in higher priority user
slices which can not be achieved by other algorithms in some
scenarios. However, when the E2E delay constraint is consid-
ered, SKM performance is degraded across all evaluation met-
rics, suggesting that, introducing E2E delay as the main con-
straint had a clear impact on the whole resource allocation pro-
cess, and so, it has to be one of the key metrics when evaluating
real-world 5G networks.

As future work, the authors are planning to conduct further
study in the context of multi-hop paths, considering an E2E de-
lay for specific 5G applications. Moreover, we aim to imple-
ment a heuristic to reduce the computational needs and to pro-
vide faster response, which is essential in 5G applications.
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